Get your bottles
From the Water Bar – all donations go to WaterAid for improving water and sanitation conditions in 37 countries, transforming millions of lives every year.

For more information about Sydney Water at Ozwater17
Presentations at the Sydney Water stand

Tuesday 16 May 2017

9.30 am – 10 am Opening Ceremony
Mark Young, Managing Director, Sydney Water

10 am – 10.15 am Keynote speaker

10.15 am – 11 am Workshop/panel discussion
Colloidal technologies: Australian water utilities on a national risk based framework for wastewater enforcement

11 am – 12 pm Workshop/panel discussion
Transformation from Asset-centric to Customer-focused Melbourne Water and Sydney Water

12.15 pm – 1.15 pm Lunch

1.15 pm – 3.15 pm Afternoon tea

3.15 pm – 4 pm Afternoon tea

4.30 pm – 5 pm Workshop/panel discussion
Collaborating with water utilities to improve the urban water cycle

5 pm – 5.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

6.30 pm – 7 pm Workshop/panel discussion

7 pm – 8 pm Workshop/panel discussion

8 pm – 9 pm Workshop/panel discussion

9 pm – 9.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

9.45 pm – 10 pm Workshop/panel discussion

10 pm – 10.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

10.45 pm – 11 pm Workshop/panel discussion

11 pm – 11.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

11.45 pm – 12 pm Workshop/panel discussion

12 pm – 12.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

12.45 pm – 1 pm Workshop/panel discussion

1 pm – 2 pm Workshop/panel discussion

2 pm – 2.30 pm Workshop/panel discussion

2.30 pm – 3 pm Workshop/panel discussion

3 pm – 3.30 pm Workshop/panel discussion

3.30 pm – 4 pm Workshop/panel discussion

4 pm – 4.30 pm Workshop/panel discussion

Thursday 18 May 2017

8.30 am – 10 am Keynote speaker

10 am – 10.45 pm Morning tea

10.45 am – 11.45 am Keynote speaker

11.45 am – 12.15 pm Morning tea

12.15 pm – 1.15 pm Lunch

1.15 pm – 2.15 pm Workshop/panel discussion

2.15 pm – 3.15 pm Afternoon tea

3.15 pm – 4 pm Afternoon tea

4 pm – 4.30 pm Workshop/panel discussion

4.30 pm – 5 pm Workshop/panel discussion

5 pm – 5.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

5.45 pm – 6 pm Workshop/panel discussion

6 pm – 7 pm Workshop/panel discussion

7 pm – 8 pm Workshop/panel discussion

8 pm – 9 pm Workshop/panel discussion

9 pm – 10 pm Workshop/panel discussion

10 pm – 10.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

10.45 pm – 11 pm Workshop/panel discussion

11 pm – 11.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

11.45 pm – 12 pm Workshop/panel discussion

12 pm – 12.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

12.45 pm – 1.15 pm Workshop/panel discussion

1.15 pm – 2.15 pm Workshop/panel discussion

2.15 pm – 3.15 pm Workshop/panel discussion

3.15 pm – 4 pm Workshop/panel discussion

4 pm – 4.30 pm Workshop/panel discussion

4.30 pm – 5 pm Workshop/panel discussion

5 pm – 5.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

5.45 pm – 6 pm Workshop/panel discussion

6 pm – 7 pm Workshop/panel discussion

7 pm – 8 pm Workshop/panel discussion

8 pm – 9 pm Workshop/panel discussion

9 pm – 10 pm Workshop/panel discussion

10 pm – 10.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

10.45 pm – 11 pm Workshop/panel discussion

11 pm – 11.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

11.45 pm – 12 pm Workshop/panel discussion

You’re invited to visit Sydney Water at Ozwater’17

Stand F01a & F01b

Visiting Sydney Water at Ozwater’17 gives you the opportunity to experience water first-hand and learn from areas including:

- Our Fruity Infusions!
- Visit Sydney Water’s Water Bar – take some time to rest and have a drink on us and try our fruity infusions!
- You can even recharge your mobile device!
- Refill your water bottle at our mobile water units – all donations go to WaterAid
- You can get your limited edition Ozwater’17 posters
- Meet our conference speakers
- Attend our short presentations on topics such as:
  1. Economic level of water quality assurance
  2. Outcomes Focused Regulation
  3. Changes in Governance, Policy and Regulation
  4. Intergenerational Thinking
  5. Putting a value on cleaner waters
  6. Synergies: Sydney Water’s approach to putting customers at the heart of everything we do
  7. Monitoring Services and Freshwater Marine Ecology Services
  8. Sydney Water Developer Direct

Stream 1: Innovations in Operations and Asset Management – Monitoring Services and Freshwater Marine Ecology Services

10.45 am – 12.15 pm

- Workshop/panel discussion
  - Enhancing corrosion control for hydrogen sulphide mitigation in sewer system (Shona Fitzgerald)
  - Technical paper: Innovation in corrosion monitoring in sewers using novel photonic sensors for humidity measurements in gravity sewers (Blaire Malek)

- Keynote speaker

- Panel discussion: What does it mean for ‘Top Water and Public Utilities?’

12.15 pm – 1.15 pm Lunch

1.15 pm – 3.15 pm

- Technical paper: Success in data analytics (Damitika Vitanage and Fang Chen, Data61)
  - Workshop/panel discussion: Success in data analytics (Damitika Vitanage and Fang Chen, Data61)

- Workshop/panel discussion: Capacity and Outbreak Management
  - Technical paper: Development of dynamic control for hydrogen sulphide mitigation in sewer system (Shona Fitzgerald)

3.15 pm – 4 pm Afternoon tea

- Workshop/panel discussion: Workforce and Technology
  - Technical paper: Innovation in corrosion monitoring in sewers using novel photonic sensors for humidity measurements in gravity sewers (Blaire Malek)

4 pm – 5 pm Workshop/panel discussion

5 pm – 5.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

6 pm – 7 pm Workshop/panel discussion

7 pm – 8 pm Workshop/panel discussion

8 pm – 9 pm Workshop/panel discussion

9 pm – 10 pm Workshop/panel discussion

10 pm – 10.45 pm Workshop/panel discussion

10.45 pm – 11 pm Workshop/panel discussion

You can also:

- Drop by our Water Bar – enjoy some complimentary drinks on us while you take a break!
- Refill your water bottle at our mobile water units – all donations go to WaterAid
- You can even recharge your mobile device!

For more information on the conference visit:


Get involved and follow the conversation on Instagram.

Meet our presenters

After each conference session, our presenters will be on the Sydney Water stand where you can ask further questions and continue discussing issues and concepts with them.